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MotivationMotivation

Semantic Web knowledge bases characterized by Semantic Web knowledge bases characterized by 
uncertaintyuncertainty

 incompleteness / inconsistencyincompleteness / inconsistency
 Purely dedutcive methods may fall shortPurely dedutcive methods may fall short

Exploiting alternative (approximate / inductive) Exploiting alternative (approximate / inductive) 
approaches to perform data mining tasksapproaches to perform data mining tasks



  

ProposedProposed  ApprApproachoach

In particular: task of In particular: task of predictionprediction of assertions of assertions
 class-membership class-membership 
 object and data-type props fillerobject and data-type props filler

ProposalProposal
 Nearest Neighbors approachNearest Neighbors approach
 Dempster-ShaferDempster-Shafer Evidence Theory (DST) Evidence Theory (DST)

 BBA, Belief, Plausibility, ConfirmationBBA, Belief, Plausibility, Confirmation

 EvidenceEvidence  combinationcombination
 DS, Yager, other combination rulesDS, Yager, other combination rules



  

DL Knowledge BasesDL Knowledge Bases

Knowledge Base Knowledge Base KK = < = <TT ,  , AA>>  

 TBox TBox T T : set of axioms : set of axioms 
defining defining conceptsconcepts and  and propertiesproperties

 ABox ABox A A : set of assertions : set of assertions 
concerning the world-state concerning the world-state 

 Facts that involve the individuals (resources) Facts that involve the individuals (resources) 
using concepts and propertiesusing concepts and properties

 Reasoning services Reasoning services 
 open-world semanticsopen-world semantics



  

Dissimilarity Measures/1Dissimilarity Measures/1

 Given a Given a contextcontext of concepts  of concepts 

CC = {  = { CC11, , CC22, …, , …, CCmm  
}}

 ProjectionProjection function: function:

 DiscernibilityDiscernibility function for  function for CCii  
::



  

Dissimilarity Measures/2Dissimilarity Measures/2

 Given a context Given a context CC , p  , p ∈∈RR and  and w w ∈∈RRnn  

family of family of dissimilaritydissimilarity measures: measures:



  

Evidence TheoryEvidence Theory

Frame of discernmentFrame of discernment  ΩΩ
 set of hypotheses for a certain domainset of hypotheses for a certain domain

Basic belief assignmentBasic belief assignment (BBA)  (BBA) mm : 2 : 2ΩΩ  [0,1]→  [0,1]→

 ∑∑
A A 

mm((AA) = 1) = 1

 mm((AA) belief committed ) belief committed exactlyexactly to  to A A 
 no additional claims about its subsetsno additional claims about its subsets

 mm((AA) > 0 => ) > 0 => AA is a  is a focalfocal element element



  

Belief and PlausibilityBelief and Plausibility

 BeliefBelief function: function:

 PlausibilityPlausibility function: function:



  

Rules of CombinationRules of Combination

Given BBAs Given BBAs mm11 and  and mm22

 DS rule DS rule 

normalized version: normalized version: 
 1 - 1 - cc  hides the   hides the contrastcontrast between the BBAs between the BBAs



  

Rules of Combination/2Rules of Combination/2

 Yager's rule Yager's rule 

 more more epistemologicallyepistemologically sound: sound:
contrast attributed to the case A = contrast attributed to the case A = Ω Ω 
((total ignorance)total ignorance)

 Other rules used in the experiments:Other rules used in the experiments:
Dubois-Pradé, Mixing Dubois-Pradé, Mixing 



  

Evidential Nearest-NeighborsEvidential Nearest-Neighbors

 Given Given 
 A A set of valuesset of values  V V ((to be predicted)to be predicted)
 a a training settraining set of labeled individuals  of labeled individuals 

TrSetTrSet = {( = {(xx11, , vv11), …, (), …, (xxMM, , vvMM)} )} ⊆⊆  IndInd((AA) ) xx  VV

 a a query individualquery individual  xxqq

 Select the set of Select the set of kk nearest neighbors  nearest neighbors NNkk((xxqq) ) 
according to a (dis)similarity measureaccording to a (dis)similarity measure



  

Evidential Nearest-NeighborsEvidential Nearest-Neighbors

 Each (Each (xxii, , vvii) in ) in NNkk((xxqq) induces a BBA ) induces a BBA mmii    
regarding the value to be predicted for regarding the value to be predicted for xxqq

 Combine the induced BBAs:Combine the induced BBAs:



  

Evidential Nearest-NeighborsEvidential Nearest-Neighbors

 Predict based on belief / plausibility values:Predict based on belief / plausibility values:



  

Evidential Nearest-NeighborsEvidential Nearest-Neighbors

 Alternatively, use a Alternatively, use a confirmationconfirmation function function

then:then:



  

Prediction TasksPrediction Tasks

 Class-membership w.r.t. Class-membership w.r.t. Q Q : : 

VVQQ = {-1,+1}  = {-1,+1} or or VVQQ = {-1,0,+1} = {-1,0,+1}

 Object property Object property RR filler: filler:

VVRR =  = IndInd((AA))

 Datatype property Datatype property PP value: value:

VVPP = {  = { vv |  | ∃∃  PP((aa, , vv) ) ∈∈  AA } }



  

ExperimentsExperiments

 Ontologies from standard repositoriesOntologies from standard repositories

 10 fold cross validation10 fold cross validation
 kk = log|TSet| = log|TSet|
 4 combination rules 4 combination rules 
 Random classes created with Random classes created with ALCALC ops ops
 5 built-in 5 built-in functionalfunctional properties properties



  

IndicesIndices

Using a reasoner to decide the ground truth:Using a reasoner to decide the ground truth:
 MatchMatch rate  rate (M%)(M%)
 OmissionOmission error rate error rate (O%)(O%)
 CommissionCommission error rate error rate (C%)(C%)
 InductionInduction rate rate (I%)(I%)



  

OutcomesOutcomes
Class MembershipClass Membership



  

OutcomesOutcomes
Object Property ValuesObject Property Values



  

OutcomesOutcomes
Data Property ValuesData Property Values



  

ConclusionsConclusions

ContributionContribution
 Evidential NN Evidential NN 

procedureprocedure
based on based on 

 DST DST 
 Dissim. measureDissim. measure

 Prediction of Prediction of 
 class-membership class-membership 
 (functional) role (functional) role 

fillersfillers

OutlookOutlook
 Tackle prediction of Tackle prediction of 

non-functional non-functional 
properties valsproperties vals

 Regression/Ranking Regression/Ranking 
 based on non-based on non-

explicit criteriaexplicit criteria

 Integration with Integration with 
Rough DLRough DL



  

The EndThe End

Thank youThank you

Questions ?Questions ?

OfflineOffline
Find us at: Find us at: http://lacam.di.uniba.it:8000/http://lacam.di.uniba.it:8000/
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